SUPERSALONE 2021 COLLECTION

SOFA

Karai

ART. 202103 / 202102

The Karai sofa range is born from an essential and light
design. A collection of elegant and refined upholstery,
Karai wants to be simply seductive, to invite you to sit and
relax. Refined details in the double thickness seams, in the
curves that form the cushions and armrests, evolution of
a timeless sofa.
MATERIALS:
Feet in aluminum alloy with natural or black satin-nickel
finish. Structure in solid fir wood and parts in poplar
plywood. Springing on elastic bands and padding of the
shell in polyurethane of different densities while the
padding of the backrest and seat are in polyurethane
covered with feather flaps. Possibility of fabric or
leather upholstery.
Decorative cushions are available as an accessory.
DIMENSIONS:
cm 260*94*h.78 (three-seats)
cm 222*94*h.78 (two-seats)
YEAR: 2021
DESIGNER: Luca Camisani
Art. 202103 Karai sofa
Art. 202106 Iris armchair

Art. 202102 Karai sofa

ARMCHAIR

Iris

ART. 202106

Iris is the latest armchair designed by the Bellotti Ezio
Arredamenti Team. It offers the comfort of a classic and
enveloping seat, with a design that recalls the natural
world. The lines are inspired by the organic and floral
language, with an ergonomic research to satisfy every
need for comfort. Iris can be customized according to the
style and décor of client.
MATERIALS:
Structure in solid fir wood and parts in poplar plywood.
It is filled in polyurethane in different densities with a
feather layer insert. Fabric upholstery, with swivel base
in matt black painted steel.
DIMENSIONS:
cm 113*92*h.76
YEAR: 2021

Art. 202106 Iris armchair

CHAIR

Mikey

ART. 202110

“The chair was born from the idea of recreating the shell of
the cartoon turtle from my childhood”.
Mikey is natural from head to toe, or rather, from back
to legs: completely made of solid bleached ash with
leather upholstered details on the back and seat. An
object of desire for lovers of solid wood.
MATERIALS:
Chair made entirely of solid ash wood. Bleached finish
with padded details on the back and seat. Possibility to
upholster in fabric or leather.
DIMENSIONS:
cm. 59*68*h.79,5
Art. 202110 Mikey chair

YEAR: 2021
DESIGNER: Luca Camisani
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